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Abstract
Third-party intervention, such as when a crowd stops a mugger, is common. Yet it seems irrational because it has real
costs but may provide no personal benefits. In a laboratory analogue, the third-party-punishment game, third parties
(“punishers”) will often spend real money to anonymously punish bad behavior directed at other people. A common
explanation is that third-party punishment exists to maintain a cooperative society. We tested a different explanation:
Third-party punishment results from a deterrence psychology for defending personal interests. Because humans
evolved in small-scale, face-to-face social worlds, the mind infers that mistreatment of a third party predicts later
mistreatment of oneself. We showed that when punishers do not have information about how they personally will be
treated, they infer that mistreatment of other people predicts mistreatment of themselves, and these inferences predict
punishment. But when information about personal mistreatment is available, it drives punishment. This suggests that
humans’ punitive psychology evolved to defend personal interests.
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A Crown Heights, New York, headline reports a curious
incident: “Vigilant Bystanders Deliver Mugger to Hands
of Justice” (2014). Why would third parties put themselves at risk to intervene in a conflict between strangers?
In a city of anonymous millions, it is unlikely the third
parties had any material stake in this conflict—their intervention appears irrational. Nonetheless, apparently irrational third-party intervention has been widely
documented in laboratory and field settings (Buckholtz
et al., 2008; Marlowe et al., 2011; McAuliffe, Jordan, &
Warneken, 2015).
Here, we used an ecological-rationality approach to
derive one explanation for why humans engage in thirdparty intervention: the deterrence hypothesis. A psychological mechanism is ecologically rational if it produces
behavior that would, on average, have been adaptive in
the environments that selected for its design. But that

same mechanism may produce behavior that appears
unwarranted or irrational when placed in evolutionarily
atypical situations (Haselton et al., 2009; Kenrick et al.,
2009; Lieberman, Tooby, & Cosmides, 2007; Mishra, 2014;
Todd & Gigerenzer, 2007). According to the deterrence
hypothesis, third-party intervention arises from a psychology designed to deter personally relevant mistreatment. This deterrence psychology exploits an enduring
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regularity of ancestral social life: In small-scale social
worlds, people who mistreat someone else now might
also mistreat you (or others you value) in the future. This
hypothesis contrasts with the social-benefits hypothesis,
which proposes that third-party intervention exists to
keep society running smoothly, regardless of whether
such intervention costs the individuals who do it. According to this latter view, third-party intervention is targeted
at people breaking society’s rules, regardless of the implications for personal mistreatment.

Ecological Rationality and Human
Third-Party Intervention
Human third-party intervention has been studied using
the third-party-punishment game. Typically, one player is
a dictator and is given a fixed stake of money (e.g., $10).
The dictator can then choose to allocate some, none, or
all of the stake to a recipient; whatever is not allocated,
the dictator keeps. A third party, the punisher, learns
about this decision and can spend money to reduce the
dictator’s earnings. Imagine that people are motivated to
maximize their immediate economic gain. If the game is
played once and anonymously, then rational third parties
will never punish dictators, because they have no monetary incentive to do so. Dictators, rationally anticipating
no punishment, should in turn keep their entire endowment. In contrast to these predictions, results have shown
that punishers are often willing to punish dictators who
give little to recipients; this has been found in the laboratory with industrialized populations, in the field with
small-scale societies, and for both adults and children
(Fehr, Fischbacher, & Gächter, 2002; Henrich et al., 2010;
McAuliffe et al., 2015).
Why do human third parties appear to punish irrationally? The social-benefits hypothesis posits that thirdparty punishment is triggered when a fellow group
member does wrong and that it functions to keep that
group member providing benefits for the group—
regardless of any personal costs for the punisher (e.g.,
Fehr & Fischbacher, 2004; Henrich et al., 2006, 2010).
Despite its popularity, however, this hypothesis rests on
assumptions about human evolution that may not be
accurate (Krasnow, Cosmides, Pedersen, & Tooby, 2012;
Krasnow & Delton, in press; West, Griffin, & Gardner,
2007). It also implies that the human mind is designed for
the evolutionarily atypical societies people now inhabit,
ones in which truly anonymous interactions are common. For instance, it assumes that punishment is designed
to target people who are (a) in-group members and
yet also (b) strangers you will never see again. While this
often might be true in modern societies, it is unlikely to
characterize human ancestral environments. And selection cannot create complex psychological adaptations,

such as punishment, that are designed for conditions that
did not long endure during human evolution (Tooby &
Cosmides, 1992).
We suggest instead that this puzzle can be parsimoniously solved by considering the evolutionary history and
natural ecology of human third-party punishment. The
human mind is a collection of inherited neural decisionmaking mechanisms that were organized to make what
were fitness-enhancing choices given the conditions—
the social and informational ecology—that prevailed during their evolution (Tooby & Cosmides, 1992). These
designs interpret current conditions and signals in terms
of their ancestral, rather than their modern, significance.
Such architectures often use informative cues, even
though such cues are sometimes fallible (e.g., Delton,
Krasnow, Cosmides, & Tooby, 2011; Krasnow, Delton,
Tooby, & Cosmides, 2013; Petersen, Sell, Tooby, & Cosmides, 2012; Todd & Gigerenzer, 2007). For example,
men can become aroused by women they know to be
using contraception. Does this imply that sexual arousal
did not evolve to promote reproduction? Obviously not:
Ancestrally, visual appearance cues, not seeing a woman
take a pill, carried reliable information about fertility—
explaining modern but “irrational” arousal responses.
By the same token, although punishment is not logically warranted based on the evolutionarily atypical particulars of standard experiments—anonymous dictators,
anonymous punishment, a one-shot interaction certain
never to be repeated—it may nonetheless trigger a motivational strategy designed for more evolutionarily typical
conditions. Humans evolved in relatively small social
worlds numbering in the tens, or more rarely hundreds
(Dunbar, 1993). Thus, a person you witness treating others poorly can later target you or your friends or family.
Even a stranger just passing through is someone you
might see again; the mere fact that you are meeting them
now predicts seeing them again (Krasnow et al., 2013).
The problem is especially acute if the poor treatment
resulted from a stable feature of the malefactor (e.g.,
aggressive personality) rather than a transient or idiosyncratic event (e.g., a one-off argument). Punishing bad
behavior directed toward others can deter poor treatment
of you and those you value, yielding both direct and
indirect benefits (Raihani, Grutter, & Bshary, 2010; Roos,
Gelfand, Nau, & Carr, 2014). Moreover, refraining from
punishing may be interpreted to mean that you fear or
defer to the malefactor, which could lead that person and
others to feel freer to exploit you in the future.
Is this long-standing correlation between malefactors’
mistreatment of other people and the potential for them
to mistreat you and people you value incorporated into
the evolved design of the motivational mechanisms that
generate third-party punishment? If it is, then people may
punish as third parties even when such punishment is
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not rationally warranted (e.g., in anonymous experiments
or modern mass societies). This would follow because—
in small-scale ancestral environments—a plausible heuristic design for protecting yourself and people you value
is to be motivated to punitively recalibrate those who feel
free to exploit others in your presence. If this theory is
correct, third-party punishment may be a proximate reaction to third-party mistreatment, but it actually stems
from a mechanism that was ultimately designed for firstperson deterrence.

The Present Research
To contrast these hypotheses, we conducted two experiments using a modified third-party-punishment game. As
usual, dictators divided their endowment between themselves and a recipient, and punishers decided how much
to punish contingent on the dictator’s division. The novel
twists were that (a) we assessed, using a different task,
how much the dictator valued the recipient and, separately, the punisher, and (b) we asked punishers to infer
how much the dictator valued the recipient and the punisher. This design allowed us to test three predictions
from the deterrence hypothesis. First, dictators’ allocations to recipients would predict how much they value a
third party, the punisher. Second, third-party punishers
would correctly infer that dictators’ treatment of recipients would predict how much dictators valued the punisher. Third, punishers’ inferences about how they are
personally valued by the dictator would predict their
actual punishment.
In Study 2, we further modified the design to explore
two situations that contrast predictions of the two hypotheses, comparing a condition in which punishers learn
only how dictators treat recipients with a condition in
which punishers learn how a dictator treated a recipient
and the punishers themselves. According to the deterrence hypothesis, punishers’ minds treat a dictator’s
behavior toward the recipient as a cue to how the
dictator will treat the punisher in the future. This cue—
treatment of an unknown third party—should have less
weight in decision making if a better cue—treatment of
the self—is available. This contrasts with the predictions
of the social-benefits hypothesis. For Study 1, the socialbenefits hypothesis predicted no special connection
between third-party treatment and inferences about how
the punisher would be treated, or between inferences
about personal treatment and punishment. In Study 2,
the difference was even starker: Whereas the deterrence
hypothesis predicted that anonymous third-party information should be largely ignored when personal treatment is available, the social-benefits hypothesis predicted
that information about third-party treatment and personal
treatment should be interchangeable. The social-benefits

account posits that what matters is that one group member is offending another group member, not whether the
person witnessing the offense could be next.

Study 1
Method
Subjects. One hundred twenty people (72 women, 48
men) participated in this study. Our primary analyses
were correlation tests and within-subjects contrasts, the
latter conducted in a within-subjects analysis of variance
(ANOVA). Given moderate effect sizes for both, a correlation test would be less powerful. Therefore, we focused
on it for power considerations. For a two-sided alpha (α)
of .05, a power of .85, and a rho (ρ) of .3, the necessary
sample size was approximately 95 subjects (Faul, Erdfelder, Buchner, & Lang, 2009). Because we had more
funds than needed to run 95 subjects, we increased our
desired sample size to 120, which conveniently yielded
40 groups of 3 subjects each. Subjects were drawn from
the University of California, Santa Barbara, psychology
study pool and were primarily undergraduates along
with a few community members. They received money
on the basis of decisions made during the experiment, on
top of a $5 show-up fee. Because of a program crash,
data from 1 person were lost, which left 119 individuals
for analysis. No deception was used at any point in this
study, and the protocol was approved by the University
of California, Santa Barbara, Institutional Review Board.
Procedure. Experimental sessions were conducted in
a small laboratory with semiprivate cubicles. Each session had 6 or 9 same-sex subjects divided into groups of
3 each. Each group played an anonymous, one-shot
third-party punishment game. One subject was assigned
to be the dictator, one to be the recipient, and one to be
the punisher. However, subjects did not know which
role they were assigned to. Instead, each subject committed to the decisions they would make as punisher
and then committed to the decisions they would make
as dictator (see Game Play). Only after subjects committed to decisions for each role did they learn what role
they were assigned to and what their payouts would be.
This procedure allowed us to maximize the amount of
data collected by gathering punishment data from every
participant.
Third-party-punishment game: division and punishment. In the third-party-punishment game, the dictator
in each group received $10 and decided how much of
that money to keep and how much to give to the recipient. Dictators were constrained to divisions in increments
of $2.50 (i.e., allowable divisions, or levels of allocation,
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were $0-$10, $2.50-$7.50, $5-$5, $7.50-$2.50, and $10-$0,
or 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% allocation, respectively).
Recipients had no say over this division and could only
passively accept the amount they were allocated. Punishers received a separate sum of $5 and could spend none
of it, all of it, or part of it in $1 increments to reduce the
money, in 20% increments, the dictator kept (see Henrich
et al., 2010; punishment decisions were made using the
strategy method; see Game Play for details). For instance,
if the dictator chose to keep $7.50 (giving the recipient
$2.50) and the punisher spent $2, then the dictator lost
$3 of that $7.50 allocation (i.e., 40% of $7.50). In this
example, the dictator would then have $4.50, the recipient $2.50, and the punisher $3. To avoid using directive
language, we designed the materials for subjects so they
referred to dictators and punishers as “allocators” and
“responders,” respectively.
Valuation and inferences about valuation. In their
role as dictators, subjects completed a task that captured
how much they valued the recipient and the punisher
(see Delton & Robertson, 2016). For each of these two
targets, dictators were asked to make 12 binary decisions
between allocating a certain amount of money to themselves or a different amount of money to another person.
Within each series of 12 decisions, the amount for the
recipient or punisher was held constant, but the amount
for dictators was randomly varied (see Table S1 in the
Supplemental Material). For instance, a dictator might
first be asked to decide between keeping $10 or giving
$20 to the recipient, then keeping $3 or giving $20 to the
recipient, then keeping $12 or giving $20 to the recipient, and so forth. Dictators made their choices knowing
that the experimenter would randomly select and pay out
only 1 of these 12 decisions for each target at the end of
the session (in addition to their other earnings).
To assess punishers’ inferences about how much dictators valued the recipient and themselves, we showed
subjects in their role as punishers the same set of decisions that dictators were asked to make. Punishers
selected the choices they believed the dictator had made,
once with respect to the recipient and once with respect
to themselves. Punishers earned $0.25 for every correct
answer.
Dictators’ decisions were combined to create two valuation scores, one each for the recipient and the punisher (Delton, 2010; Kirkpatrick, Delton, Robertson, & de
Wit, 2015). Similar valuation scores were computed for
punishers’ inferences. In brief, the valuation scores were
created by looking for switch points. For example, if the
dictator chose to keep $12 instead of giving $20 to the
recipient, but gave up the opportunity to get $10 to
deliver $20 to the recipient, then the valuation score was
calculated as the average of the ratios bounding this

switch point, (12/20 + 10/20)/2 = .55. Perfect consistency
was not required; the actual scoring method computed
the best-fitting switch point (see Delton, 2010). Given the
decisions we used, valuation scores could range from .03
to .75, with greater numbers representing a greater valuation by the dictator of the other person. For instance, if
a valuation score for a punisher’s inference was .25, this
meant that the punisher assumed that the dictator would
forgo up to $5 to give $20 to the other person. If the valuation score was .50, this meant that the punisher assumed
that the dictator would forgo up to $10 to give $20 to the
other person.
Game play. Subjects learned about all aspects of the
game (i.e., the third-party-punishment game and the
valuations), and they answered comprehension questions before they could begin play. They knew that they
were one member of a triad, but they did not know the
identities of the other two members. Subjects made both
dictator and punisher decisions without knowing which
ultimate role they would be assigned when it came time
to calculate their earnings.
Subjects were first asked to take the role of punisher.
By having subjects make punisher decisions prior to dictator decisions, we prevented their punishment decisions
from being contaminated by decisions they made in the
dictator role. In addition, the experiment was conducted
using the strategy method. That is, when making decisions as the punisher, subjects did not have access to the
dictator’s actual decisions. Instead, they considered in
turn each possible division of money that the dictator
might choose and committed to punishment responses
given that possible division. In addition, for each possible
dictator division, punishers also made inferences about
the dictator’s valuations of the recipient and the responder.
(Only the punisher’s punishment choice for the division
the dictator actually made affected payouts at the end of
the experiment; the remaining four punishment choices
were analyzed as data but played no role in payouts.)
Punishers committed to punishment and made valuation inferences about each possible dictator division in
either ascending or descending order. For example, in the
ascending order, punishers were asked to start by assuming that the dictator allocated nothing to the recipient.
Given this, how much did the dictator value the recipient
and punisher? Punishers answered by completing the
recipient- and punisher-valuation tasks as they believed
the dictator would have—on the assumption that the dictator had allocated nothing to the recipient. Then punishers decided how much they would punish, again on the
assumption that the dictator allocated nothing to the
recipient. These punishers then repeated the valuation
inferences and punishment task, now assuming the dictator had allocated $2.50, $5.00, $7.50, and $10.00, in turn.
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Subjects were next asked to take on the role of dictator. They completed the valuation task with respect to
both the recipient and the punisher. Then, still as dictators, they completed the dictator decision for the thirdparty-punishment game, dividing $10 between themselves
and the recipient. Finally, they learned what role the
experimenter had assigned them in their triad for the purpose of paying out their earnings (dictator, recipient, or
punisher). They also learned what decisions the chosen
dictator and punisher in that triad had made, which allocations would be actualized, and the amount of money
they earned.
Since many of the decisions in strategy method games
are never realized, there has been debate concerning
how much the results of these games can compare with
their traditional-form counterparts (in which, for example, dictators decide first and punishers are informed of
their actual decision before deciding on punishment).
While some deviation from traditional-form games has
been observed (Brosig, Weimann, & Yang, 2003), in large
part the use of the strategy method has not been found
to be a serious experimental contaminant (Brandts &
Charness, 2000). Consistent with this, a recent article on
the third-party-punishment game shows that behavior in
this game is not affected by whether normal gameplay or
the strategy method is used ( Jordan, McAuliffe, & Rand,
2015). We note also that the strategy method was used in
some of the most high-impact work done from a socialbenefits perspective, even with nonindustrialized populations (Henrich et al., 2006).

Using the strategy method allowed us to adequately
measure punishers’ inferences and punishment behavior
for choices that dictators seldom made. While this entailed
punishers making many decisions—five punishment decisions and 120 valuation inferences (12 inferences × 5 levels
of allocation × 2 targets of trade-off: recipient/punisher),
previous work with the valuation task has found that subjects can make such decisions intuitively in several seconds
and that their decisions are made reliably across hundreds
of questions (Delton, 2010). In other research on this and
similar tasks, people made trade-offs similarly whether
rewards were real or hypothetical (Delton, 2010; Locey,
Jones, & Rachlin, 2011). Finally, choices on the valuation
task have been shown to predict behavior in a variety of
other contexts, both in the real world and in laboratory
games (see Delton & Robertson, 2016, for a review).

Results
Descriptive statistics for punishment, allocations,
and valuation. Behavior in our modified third-partypunishment game resembled behavior in typical versions. As usual, punishers were sometimes willing to
punish (Fig. 1). For instance, when assuming that dictators allocated nothing to recipients, 55% of punishers (65
of 119) spent at least $1 on punishment, and 15% (18 of
119) spent their entire $5 on punishment. Dictators were
sometimes willing to allocate money to recipients (diamonds in Fig. 1). For instance, 64% of dictators (76 of
119) were willing to allocate at least some money to
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Fig. 1. Punisher spending and dictator allocation in Study 1. Bars indicate the proportion of
punishers who spent $0 to $5 on punishing as a function of how much of the stake dictators allocated to recipients. Diamonds indicate the proportion of dictators who allocated that
amount of the stake to the recipient.
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recipients, and 38% (45 of 119) were willing to allocate at
least half of the total stake. Even when dictators allocated
half or more of their stake to recipients, a minority of
punishers were still willing to punish. This might reflect
noise, as subjects who did not anticipate such decisions
being actualized may have answered with less concern,
or it might reflect antisocial punishment, which has been
observed in other games (Herrmann, Thöni, & Gächter,
2008; Masclet, Noussair, Tucker, & Villeval, 2003). When
dictators allocated all $10, punishment, though still costly,
was completely ineffective; in this case, dictators had no
residual endowment that punishment could reduce.
Nonetheless, past experiments have also shown that people are willing to pay for costly punishment even when
such punishment is completely ineffective (Yamagishi
et al., 2009).
Dictators moderately valued recipients and punishers
(Ms = .22 and .23, respectively). Roughly, a dictator would
forgo receiving up to $4 if recipients and punishers could
receive $20.

for the two targets (themselves and recipients) were
indistinguishable. Using a 2 × 2 repeated measures
ANOVA with allocation and target as factors, we found
that the effect of allocation on inferences was significant,
F(2.32, 273.72) = 18.15, p < .001, η2 = .13, but there was
no effect of target and no interaction between target and
allocation (ps = .25 and .17; see Table S2 in the Supplemental Material).
These results are telling: After learning specific information about how the dictator would treat another
person—the recipient—punishers drew no distinction
between behavior they expected from dictators personally and behavior they expected dictators to direct toward
recipients. At all five levels of allocation, punishers’ inferences about dictators’ valuation of punisher and recipients were highly correlated, rs = .80, .65, .76, .71, and .81
for 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% allocation, respectively;
ps < .001. We also note that punishers’ inferences about
dictators’ trade-offs closely matched dictators’ actual
trade-offs (cf. the dashed and solid lines in Fig. 2a).

Dictator allocations predict behavior in other situations. A basic assumption of the deterrence hypothesis
is that dictators’ behavior in one situation (e.g., the division of money between themselves and the recipient)
predicts their behavior in another situation (e.g., the valuation task). Our results confirmed this hypothesis: Dictators who allocated less to the recipient also valued their
recipient less, r = .40, p < .001, 95% confidence interval
(CI) = [.24, .54].1 It would be surprising on many accounts
if this were not the case.

Inferred valuation predicts third-party punishment. Consistent with past research, our results showed
that when dictators gave less to recipients, they received
more third-party punishment (Fig. 2a). This was revealed
by a repeated measures ANOVA, which showed that the
amount of money allocated to recipients accounted for
17% of the variance in punishment decisions, F(3.27,
385.45) = 24.57, p < .001, η2 = .17 (see Table S3 in the
Supplemental Material).
But why? According to the deterrence hypothesis,
third-party punishment reflects the punishers’ inferences
about how they themselves would be treated by dictators. This was the case: As shown by a hierarchical linear
model with random slopes and intercepts, when punishers thought they were valued less by dictators, they punished dictators more, γ = −1.10, t(118) = −2.47, p < .05
(see Table S4 in the Supplemental Material).
Given that punishers’ inferences about how dictators
value punishers and recipients were indistinguishable, it
is not surprising that a hierarchical linear model also
showed that third-party punishment was predicted by
punisher’s inferences about dictators’ valuation of recipients, γ = −1.38, t(118) = −3.64, p < .001 (see Table S5 in
the Supplemental Material). (Considering potential measurement error and the high correlations between the
two measures, averaging .75, these two measures are
probably best conceptualized as capturing only a single
psychological dimension in this study.)
More generally, all of our measures correlated strongly
with one another. When dictators highly valued recipients, they also highly valued punishers (r = .84). When
punishers’ inferred that dictators valued recipients, punishers also inferred that dictators valued punishers (all
rs > .65). And as shown in Figure 2a, punishers’ inferences

Dictator allocations to recipients predict how much
dictators value punishers. Although the results
reported so far might be obvious, it is not obvious that
how much dictators allocate to one person should predict how much they value a different person. Nonetheless, dictators who allocated less to the recipient valued
the punisher less as well, r = .43, p < .001, 95% CI = [.27,
.57]. Of equal significance, the more that dictators valued
the recipients, the more they valued the punishers, r =
.84, p < .001, 95% CI = [.78, .87]. Thus, allocation to recipients contained information that a punisher could use to
infer how the dictator would treat them personally.
Punishers assume that dictators’ treatment of
recipients predicts how much dictators value punishers. As we have shown, dictators’ divisions toward
recipients predict how much dictators value punishers.
But do third parties actually make inferences using this
cue? This is a primary prediction of the deterrence
hypothesis, and our results confirmed it: As shown in
Figure 2a, the more that dictators allocated to recipients,
the more they were thought to value both the punisher
and the recipient. In fact, the inferences punishers made
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Fig. 2. Valuations and punisher spending in (a) Study 1 and (b) the matching (one-recipient) condition of Study 2. The y-axes on the left of each
graph show dictators’ mean valuations of recipients and punishers, along with punishers’ mean inferences about dictators’ valuations. The y-axes on
the right of each graph show the mean amount punishers spent to punish dictators. All values are graphed as a function of the percentage of the
total stake that dictators allocated to recipients. So few Study 1 dictators allocated more than 50% (n = 3) that we did not include their valuations in
these graphs. In (b), the lines for punishers’ inferences completely overlap. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.

of dictators’ valuations closely tracked dictators’ actual
valuations. Further, third-party punishment was almost a
mirror image of punishers’ inferences of how much dictators valued the punisher and recipient.
As predicted by the deterrence hypothesis, these findings showed that punishers assume that how dictators
treat an anonymous third party will predict how dictators
will treat the punisher, and that predicts how much dictators are punished. The social-benefits hypothesis makes
no predictions about how the dictator values the thirdparty punisher, nor about the punisher’s inferences about
valuation, which leaves important features of these results
unexplained.

Study 2
Method
Subjects. Four hundred people (188 women, 212 men)
were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk)
to participate in this study (average age = 34.85 years,
SD = 10.96). Given the power analysis used in Study 1, we
found that a sample size of 100 subjects per condition
would provide adequate power to detect medium-sized
within-condition effects, so we decided to recruit 400 subjects. This yielded a convenient 100 groups of 4 subjects
each. Unlike in Study 1, subjects were instructed in only
one role; they knew prior to making decisions whether
they were a dictator or punisher. One hundred people
participated as dictators, and 300 participated as punishers
in one of three conditions (100 subjects per condition).

Recruitment was limited to U.S. residents with a prior
MTurk approval rating of 95% or higher. They received
money on the basis of decisions made during the experiment on top of a $0.50 baseline fee. Because of technical
difficulties, data from 5 people were unavailable, which
left 395 individuals for analysis. No deception was used at
any point in this study, and the protocol was approved by
the Harvard University Institutional Review Board.
Procedure. Subjects participated in Study 2 in groups of
four. Each group had one dictator and three punishers.
Dictators were aware that all three other players were
punishers. For each punisher, dictators were endowed
with $1.00 and decided to allocate either $0.10 or $0.50
of this amount to the punisher (thus, all punishers were
also recipients). Dictators also completed the valuation
task in regard to each punisher. As in Study 1, valuation
scores ranged from .03 to .75, but the stakes were lower,
as appropriate to MTurk compensation (see Table S6 in
the Supplemental Material for the choices). In every condition, punishers inferred how much the dictator valued
two people: the punishers themselves and one other
recipient of the dictator’s allocation. In all conditions,
punishers were endowed with a single sum of $0.50 and
could spend this money in $0.10 increments to reduce
the amount, in 20% increments, that the dictator kept. As
in Study 1, punishers inferred dictators’ valuations about
themselves and one recipient; each correct guess earned
$0.02. Dictators were aware that all three punishers could
punish them and which of their own allocations punishers could condition that punishment on.
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Each of the three punishers in a group was assigned to
a different condition (conditions are detailed in the following subsections). These conditions allowed us to test
whether information about treatment of oneself overrides
information about treatment of another person. The selfand-other condition was our key experimental condition:
In this condition, punishers learned how the dictator
treated them and how the dictator treated another person. This allowed us to test whether treatment of the self
was privileged. The two-recipients condition was our primary control condition: In this condition, punishers
learned how the dictator treated two other people, but—
importantly—punishers did not learn how they themselves were treated. This allowed us to test whether any
pattern of results in the self-and-other condition was
unique or occurred merely because the punisher learned
about the dictator’s treatment of two other people rather
than one other person. The one-recipient condition
served as a baseline and replication of Study 1: In this
condition, the punisher learned only about how the dictator treated a single third party.
One-recipient condition. From the perspective of
punishers in the one-recipient condition, the game was a
standard third-party-punishment game. Punishers in this
condition were aware only of three players: themselves,
the dictator, and a “recipient.” They did not know that
this recipient was also a punisher (or that a third punisher existed). Importantly, punishers in this condition
did not know that they themselves were the target of an
allocation by the dictator (this money was described as a
variable participation bonus). For both possible divisions
between the dictator and the recipient—$0.50-$0.50 or
$0.90-$0.10 favoring the dictator—punishers inferred
how much the dictator valued the recipient and themselves and decided on a punishment for that allocation.
As in Study 1, smaller allocations should lead these punishers to infer lower valuations by the dictator, and these
inferences should produce more punishment.
Two-recipients condition. From the perspective of
punishers in the two-recipients condition, the game was
a third-party-punishment game, but with two recipients
instead of one. Punishers were aware that all four players
existed: themselves, the dictator, and two recipients (A
and B). As in the one-recipient condition, punishers in
this condition did not know that recipient A and recipient B were also punishers, or that they themselves were
the target of an allocation by the dictator (as before, this
money was described as a variable participation bonus).
The two recipients were not treated identically: Punishers
made valuation inferences with respect only to recipient A. Punishers made inferences and committed to punishment for all four combinations of dictator divisions:

50-50 for recipient A and dictator-favoring for recipient
B, dictator-favoring for recipient A and 50-50 for recipient B, 50-50 for both divisions, and dictator-favoring for
both divisions.
According to both the deterrence and social-benefits
hypotheses, dictators’ treatment of recipients A and B will
regulate third-party punishment. But punishers should
not weigh the dictator’s treatment of recipient A over
recipient B (or vice versa) when deciding how much to
punish.
Three patterns would be consistent with equal weighting of treatment of both recipients. Punishment might (a)
increase with every instance of poor treatment, (b)
increase only if both recipients are treated poorly, or (c)
increase as long as at least one recipient is treated poorly,
with no additional increase if the other is treated poorly.
The deterrence hypothesis predicts that the same pattern
should hold for inferences of valuation.
Regardless of which pattern holds, the identity of the
recipient (A or B) should not influence responses. Which
recipient is treated poorly should matter a great deal,
however, when one of the two recipients is also the punisher. This hypothesis was tested in the self-and-other
condition.
Self-and-other condition. From the perspective of
punishers in the self-and-other condition, the game was
not a pure third-party-punishment game. Punishers in
this condition were aware of three players: themselves,
the dictator, and a recipient. As in the other two conditions, they were not aware that the recipient was also a
punisher. The key difference between this condition and
the others is that punishers here knew that they were
also the target of an allocation by the dictator.
Whereas punishers in the two-recipients condition
had information about how their dictator treated two
third parties—two people other than themselves—punishers in the self-and-other condition had information
about how their dictator treated a third party and how
their dictator treated the punisher personally. Punishers
made inferences and committed to punishment for all
four combinations of dictator divisions: 50-50 for the
punisher and 10-90 for the recipient (in favor of the dictator), 10-90 for the punisher (in favor of the dictator) and
50-50 for the recipient, 50-50 in both divisions, and 10-90
(in favor of the dictator) in both divisions.
The social-benefits hypothesis predicts that treatment
of the other recipient will affect punishment even when
punishers know how they themselves were treated. After
all, according to this hypothesis, the function of thirdparty punishment is to punish bad behavior even when
there are no personal costs or benefits at stake. The
deterrence hypothesis predicts that treatment of the punisher will be the main factor in determining punishment:
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Punishment should depend primarily on whether the
punisher was treated poorly and only partly, if at all, on
whether the recipient was treated poorly. According to
the deterrence hypothesis, third-party punishment exists
to defend the self and valued other people, not society as
a whole. Although previous research shows that people
punish more when they themselves are treated poorly,
compared with merely observing poor treatment of a
third party (Fehr & Fischbacher, 2004), the present study
was the first to put these two cues in direct competition
with each other and measure their effect on downstream
inferences. It was therefore also the first study to test
these discriminative predictions of the social-benefits and
deterrence hypotheses.

Results
Descriptive statistics for punishment, allocations,
and valuation. As in Study 1, behavior in our modified
third-party-punishment games resembled behavior in
typical versions of the game. Again, punishers were
sometimes willing to punish dictators who allocated little
money: For example, when dictators kept $0.90 and gave
$0.10, they were punished approximately 35% of the
time. And dictators were sometimes willing to allocate
money: Dictators split their endowment evenly approximately 50% of the time. (See Fig. S1 in the Supplemental
Material for complete descriptive data on allocations and
punishments by condition.) Also as in Study 1, dictators
moderately valued other subjects (M = .28). Roughly, a
dictator would forgo up to $0.28 if a punisher could
receive $1.
These basic results from Study 2 also suggest that
using the strategy method did not dramatically affect our
data: There were many fewer hypotheticals to consider in
Study 2 than in Study 1, yet people’s behavior was similar
across both studies (despite changes in both sample and
setting).
Dictators’ treatment and valuation of one punisher
predicts treatment and valuation of other punishers.
As in Study 1, dictators’ allocations to one punisher predicted how much they valued that punisher, rs > .45,
ps < .001 (Table S7 in the Supplemental Material). Further, when dictators made allocations, the more money
they gave to one punisher, the more they allocated to the
other punishers (rs > .84, ps < .001). And the more that
dictators valued one punisher, the more they valued the
other punishers (rs > .88, ps < .001; Table S7). Unsurprisingly given these correlations, dictators’ allocations to
one punisher predicted how much they valued the other
punishers (rs > .46); these between-punisher correlations
were, in fact, just as strong as the within-punisher correlation (Pearson’s zs < 0.6, ps > .55; Table S7).

When they have no other information, punishers
punish on the basis of how third parties are
treated. According to the deterrence hypothesis, when
all recipients are third parties (as in the one-recipient and
two-recipients conditions), low allocations by dictators
will elicit more punishment from punishers because punishers will use this cue to infer that dictators do not value
them highly. Punishers’ inferences of how much dictators
value them are based on their inferences of how much
dictators value the other recipients (which are based on
how much the dictator allocated to the recipients). The
social-benefits hypothesis shares the punishment prediction but is silent regarding inferences about how highly
the dictator values the punisher.
Both effects obtained (see Fig. 2b). When the dictator
treated the recipient poorly, punishers in the one-recipient condition punished more (mean difference = $0.051,
SD = 0.136, 95% CI = [0.024, 0.078]), t(99) = 3.751, p <
.001, d = 0.37. Punishers also inferred that they would be
valued less by the dictator in such cases (mean difference = .123, SD = .205, 95% CI = [.082, .164]), t(99) =
−6.00, p < .001, d = 0.60. Punishers’ inferences about how
they were valued were closely associated with inferences
about how much the dictator valued the third party: Punishers in this condition assumed that dictators valued
recipients less when the dictator treated the recipient
poorly (mean difference = .120, SD = .203, 95% CI = [.079,
.160]), t(99) = 5.89, p < .001, d = 0.59.
In the two-recipients condition, both hypotheses predicted that punishers would not privilege treatment of
one recipient over another when deciding how much to
spend punishing dictators. This could mean that punishment rises steadily with each additional act of poor treatment, rises only when both recipients receive poor
treatment, or rises with the first act of poor treatment but
not anymore with the second. The actual results revealed
a combination of the first two patterns. As Figure 3a
shows, the primary effect appears to be that both recipients must be treated poorly in order for punishers to
increase spending. This should be reflected statistically in
an interaction term, but the interaction was only marginally significant in a 2 × 2 repeated measures ANOVA (see
Table S8 in the Supplemental Material), F(1, 95) = 3.151,
p = .079, η2 = .03. Even if the interaction is disregarded,
the main effects show that punishment increases to
roughly the same extent regardless of which recipient
was treated poorly—there was a main effect of poor
treatment both for recipient A, whom the punishers also
made inferences about, F(1, 95) = 6.013, p = .016, η2 =
.06, and for recipient B, F(1, 95) = 11.059, p = .001, η2 =
.10. Either way, treatment of neither recipient was privileged in determining punishment.
As shown in Figures 4a and 4c (see also Table S9 in the
Supplemental Material), a similar (though mirror-reversed)
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a

Punishment When Punishers Have Only
Third-Person Information
0.15

b

Punishment When Punishers Have
First-Person Information
0.15

Recipient A Treated Poorly (Given 10%)

Punisher Treated Poorly (Given 10%)
Punisher Treated Well (Given 50%)

Spending on Punishment ($)

Spending on Punishment ($)

Recipient A Treated Well (Given 50%)

0.10

0.05

0.00

Recipient B Treated
Poorly (Given 10%)

Recipient B Treated Well
(Given 50%)

0.10

0.05

0.00

Recipient Treated Poorly Recipient Treated Well
(Given 10%)
(Given 50%)

Fig. 3. Punisher spending in Study 2 in (a) the two-recipients condition and (b) the self-and-other condition. In (a), the mean amount
punishers spent is shown as a function of how dictators treated recipients B and A, respectively. In (b), the mean amount punishers spent
is shown as a function of how dictators treated the recipient and the punisher, respectively. Treatment was indexed by how much of their
total stake dictators gave to each subject. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.

pattern obtained for inferences: Punishers’ inferences
about how much dictators valued other subjects decreased
with each act of poor treatment, whether it was directed
at recipient A or B. This was true whether punishers were
inferring valuation of themselves or recipient A.
Personal treatment trumps treatment of third
parties. When punishers have access to information
about personal treatment, do they stop using information
about poor treatment of third parties? We tested this
question using the self-and-other condition. A repeated
measures ANOVA showed that the pattern of punishment
was driven by whether punishers were themselves treated
poorly, F(1, 97) = 23.306, p < .001, η2 = .194 (Fig. 3b; see
also Table S10 in the Supplemental Material). This effect
was seven times larger than the comparable effect of poor
treatment of the recipient, which did not reach significance, F(1, 97) = 2.664, p = .106, η2 = .027. Moreover, there
was no interaction between treatment of the punisher and
treatment of the recipient in predicting punishment, F(1,
97) = 0.005, p = .942, η2 = .000. The difference between the
two patterns shown in Figure 3 reveals that once punishers
know how dictators would actually treat them, they ignore
how dictators treat other people. The deterrence hypothesis was supported; the social-benefits hypothesis was not.
How do inferences about valuation correlate with
punishment? When the only information punishers

had was how the dictator treated other people, they used
this third-party cue to judge how highly the dictator valued them personally. As a result, punishers’ inferences
about dictators’ valuations of themselves and of other
people never diverged in these conditions. This was true
in Study 1 and in the one-recipient and two-recipients
conditions of Study 2.
In contrast, in the self-and-other condition of Study 2,
when punishers had information about how dictators
treated them personally, their inferences about how they
themselves and the recipient were valued diverged: Punishers’ inferences about how dictators valued them
depended only on how they were personally treated;
their inferences about how dictators valued recipients
depended only on how recipients were treated (see Figs.
4b and 4d; see also Table S11 in the Supplemental
Material).
The fact that punishers’ inferences about how much
dictators valued punishers and recipients sometimes
diverged in Study 2 allowed us to test correlationally what
we tested experimentally with the self-and-other condition: Are inferences about personal valuation a stronger
predictor of punishment than inferences about third-party
valuation? To test this, we used all three conditions from
Study 2 and entered both variables as predictors into a
hierarchical linear model (Table S12 in the Supplemental
Material). While both variables could, in principle, predict
punishment, only the inferences about personal treatment
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b
Inferences About Valuation of Punisher:
Only Third-Party Treatment Known
.40

.40

Recipient A Treated Poorly (Given 10%)
Recipient A Treated Well (Given 50%)

.35

.30

Valuation Score

Valuation Score

.35

Inferences About Valuation of Punisher:
Direct Personal Treatment Known

.25
.20
.15

Punisher Treated Poorly (Given 10%)
Punisher Treated Well (Given 50%)

.30
.25
.20
.15
.10

.10

Recipient B Treated
Poorly (Given 10%)

Recipient B Treated Well
(Given 50%)

c

Recipient Treated Poorly
(Given 10%)

Recipient Treated Well
(Given 50%)

d
Inferences About Valuation of Recipient A:
Only Third-Party Treatment Known
.40

Recipient A Treated Poorly (Given 10%)
Recipient A Treated Well (Given 50%)

.30
.25
.20
.15
.10

.40
.35

Valuation Score

Valuation Score

.35

Inferences About Valuation of Recipient:
Direct Personal Treatment Known
Punisher Treated Poorly (Given 10%)
Punisher Treated Well (Given 50%)

.30
.25
.20
.15

Recipient B Treated
Poorly (Given 10%)

Recipient B Treated Well
(Given 50%)

.10

Recipient Treated Poorly
(Given 10%)

Recipient Treated Well
(Given 50%)

Fig. 4. Punishers’ inferences in Study 2 about dictators’ mean valuations in (a, c) the two-recipients condition and (b, d) the self-and-other
condition. For the two-recipients condition, punishers’ inferences about dictators’ valuations of (a) the punisher and (c) recipient A are shown
as a function of how dictators treated recipients B and A, respectively. For the self-and-other condition, punishers’ inferences about dictators’
valuations of (b) the punisher and (d) the recipient are shown as a function of how dictators treated the recipient and the punisher, respectively. Treatment was indexed by how much of their total stake dictators gave to each subject. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.

did so—punisher: γ = −0.12, t(293) = −3.01, p = .003; recipient: γ = 0.002, t(293) = 0.07, p > .250. As the deterrence

hypothesis predicts, punishers privileged information
about personal treatment over third-party treatment.
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Discussion
Humans and other animals regularly punish each other
(Clutton-Brock & Parker, 1995). Such actions can recalibrate an offender’s subsequent behavior and even lead
the offender to become a valuable future partner (Krasnow et al., 2012). Thus, it is easy to see why natural
selection would favor punishment mechanisms that
respond to personal mistreatment. Less obvious is why
natural selection would favor third-party interventions,
including third-party punishment. Here, we reported
tests of a novel account of human third-party punishment, the deterrence hypothesis.
Our approach assumes that the human decisionmaking architecture has been shaped by natural selection
to solve evolutionarily recurrent, statistically common
adaptive problems. One such adaptive problem is enforcing good treatment from other people who might otherwise be inclined to exploit you, your kin, or your allies.
In real-world past environments, seeing mistreatment of
someone else served as a predictive cue that you could
also be mistreated by the offender. By punishing the
offender when you witness someone else being mistreated, you can proactively deter the possibility that you
or valued others will be mistreated in the future. When
the only options available to laboratory subjects are to
punish the offender or do nothing, the motivational pull
of the inference that someone harming other people may
harm you could be especially strong (Burton-Chellew &
West, 2013; Pedersen, Kurzban, & McCullough, 2013).
We found that even anonymous third parties, alleged
to be rationally disinterested, assume that dictators’ treatment of a recipient predicts dictators’ valuation of the
third-party punisher. This inference, in turn, correlates
with how much the punisher punishes the dictator. Moreover, in the absence of direct treatment of the punisher,
punishers do not distinguish between how much dictators value recipients and how much dictators value punishers: Unless you know otherwise, assume that dictators
will treat you the same way they will treat someone else.
When information about personal treatment is available,
however, this overrides information about treatment of
anonymous other people. These findings are predicted
and parsimoniously explained by the deterrence account.
They are not consistent with a social-benefits account.
But could our results be due to another mechanism,
signaling something besides one’s potential response to
personal mistreatment? By punishing third parties, people could signal their commitment to fairness, their cooperative disposition, or other relevant traits (Barclay, 2006;
Baumard, André, & Sperber, 2013; Kurzban, DeScioli, &
O’Brien, 2007). Punishment likely does sometimes function as such a signal, but this cannot explain the breadth
of our results. Most critically, a cooperative-signaling
account cannot explain why people punish less when

they are personally treated well but a third party is treated
poorly (Study 2). Any instance of poor treatment can be
used to signal the punisher’s commitment to fairness
(holding constant the audience, direct costs of signaling,
and so on). Indeed, punishing strongly when one is
treated well but a third party is treated poorly would be
a very good signal that the punisher has a disinterested
commitment to fairness.
More generally, our results speak to the benefits of
ecological-rationality approaches, with their focus on the
cues that would have been available in past environments. For instance, other studies have shown that supposedly one-shot anonymous cooperation “irrationally”
increases when subjects are exposed to stylized eyes or
faces they know are not observers—more evidence that
behavior is cue regulated (Haley & Fessler, 2005; Sparks
& Barclay, 2013). The human mind embodies adaptive
knowledge: knowledge that makes sense in the context
of past environments, even if it appears irrational in
ancestrally unrepresentative laboratory experiments.
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